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You may have noticed some new style emails from the club recently.
This is due to the introduction of a new mailing list system for club
communications.
Each email from officers of the club, or Special Interest Group (SIG) group
leaders, will use this system and can be identified by the use of header images,
as these examples show
Example SIG email

Please be aware that one or two members have found them in the Junk or Spam
folder. So if you believe you should have received an email,
eg Zoom invites for Tuesday and Thursdays, please check those folders first.
If you still aren’t receiving club emails, then contact us on
email- admin@worcscc.uk
Example General email
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We’re pleased to announce that Sally-Ann Hathaway-Timms has been awarded
the WCC Diploma in General Photography with an excellent panel of images to
illustrate her ability.

A few words from Sally-Ann ………..
“Participating in the General Diploma Scheme has been a great way for me to develop my
interest in photography. I have learnt so many new skills as a result and have thoroughly
enjoyed the whole process.
I am very grateful to the club members who have offered support and in particular the help
and guidance of Clive, which has been invaluable on my photography journey so far!
I would strongly encourage others to participate in the Diploma Scheme. I am now looking
forward to embarking on a Specialised Diploma”
A Selection of comments from the Assessors:Sally-Ann’s diploma submission was predominately based on portraits, which were excellent. These were balanced with some lovely, misty landscapes which added contrast to a
delightful set of photographs”.
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This is a really lovely panel which shows a good range of photographic techniques and
some excellent photography.
In particular # 3 where the joy of life is strongly communicated. #1 and 9 both illustrate
beautifully delicate tones and textures

A beautiful, well balanced, cohesive panel! Sally-Ann’s choice of subject matter shows
good camera skills, ability to capture the moment, seeing and a creative eye. Here’s
competence with elegant portrait photography, using both natural light and a studio
set-up. Her misty landscape images were not only a delight but were quite exquisite, giving an atmospherically mystical feeling! I enjoyed the middle picture of hoar frost on
fencing, many photographers may have passed by. One standout image for me was of her
daughter, the little girl in blue, running, her head turned, sideways set against a seaside
back-drop. There is a real sense of the joy of childhood in this image, captured so well!
Well done and well deserved, Sally-Ann!
This is a lovely, balanced panel from Sally-Ann which demonstrates her capabilities as a
photographer. The softer surrounding images are offset by the harsh wire fence covered in
spiky hoar frost, a juxtaposition that works for many people. I particularly like #10 with the
dancer’s leg, arm, hair and satin scarf all aligned in parallel to produce a rather pleasing
image.
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Dandelion 'Telling the Time'. Beautifully
conceived and good technical work to catch
the seed heads floating away

We are drawn to the stumpy tree, so we
feel an empathy for the brutal man-handling of this skeleton tree. The near tree
celebrates it's freedom.
The sun breaking through the mist is well
handled too.

A good idea successfully carried out. Simple
and evocative hoar frost making a
wonderment of the basic fence shape.
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Here the skin tone is ideal! A thoughtful
moment allowing the girl's pensive
thoughts to make a sensitive portrait.

Delicate and well noticed for an
unusual composition and subject.
Good focusing to allow us to enjoy
the miracle of the frost.
Beautiful.

Celebration of
movement with dramatic
diagonal lines giving a
strong graphic image to
finish the panel.

Offering a range of topics, the Club’s Diploma Scheme provides a series of achievable goals for members to
improve their photography. At each step along the way, we have a team of Advisors to help with advice
and guidance.
Clive Haynes FRPS
WCC Diploma Scheme Coordinator.
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Martin Addison
Following the talk by Nettie Edwards recently on phone photography, I was trying out an
app called Tintype and during a recent visit to a derelict house I found that it worked very
well. These are a selection of the images I took on my phone – none have been altered in
the computer.

I particularly liked this one Really?!!
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Link:

https://rps.org/rps-pagb/

APRIL 17

There is a Discount available for WCC Members - using code ukcc
More info:https://www.artphotoconference.com/
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MCPF PHOTOFOLIO 2021
Due to the Covid-19 Pandemic Photofolio this year will be conducted entirely with
projected images, with three sections.
Open Colour, Open Monochrome & Nature
Judging will be conducted remotely.
EXHIBITION TIMETABLE
CLOSING DATE – FRIDAY 7th MAY
SELECTION – FRI / SAT 14-15th MAY
NOTIFICATION – MONDAY 17th MAY
SELECTORS
Martin Cooper LRPS
Richard Speirs DPAGB, BPE2, APAGB
Leigh Woolford, DPAGB, EFIAP, FWPF
AWARDS
SOCIETY AWARDS FOR EACH SECTION
Will be presented to the Society with the highest average from the stipulated entry.
Member societies may submit 15 entries in each or all of the following classes:
OPEN COLOUR
OPEN MONOCHROME

NATURE
https://www.mcpf.co.uk/photofolio/
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